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Section 1: Introduction

History of Dance Aerobics

Dance exercise is a form of aerobics that has been popular almost since the inception of aerobics in the 
late 1960s. 
With its constant movement to a music soundtrack, the aerobics exercise form almost begged for 

the incorporation of dance moves. Innovative instructors have never failed to incorporate the 
latest dance moves into popular exercise in creative ways.

The history of cardio exercises can be traced back to the 1960s. The term aerobics was first 
coined by Dr. Kenneth H. Cooper, an exercise physiologist based in the San Antonio Air Force 
Hospital, Texas. He developed a system of exercises to prevent coronary artery sickness. This 
system was originally intended for those in the military. However, Dr. Cooper decided that the 
general public would also benefit from his exercises, especially people suffering from obesity. 
He then gathered all of the aspects and methods he founded and published it in his book 
Aerobics, which was released across the United States in 1968.  Jackie Sorenson developed 
dance routines shortly after Cooper’s book was published. This is now known as dance 
aerobics. Professional gymnast Gin Miller developed step aerobics in 1989 after rehabilitating 
her knee on the steps of her front porch. She then sold it to Reebok.

About Vibe Dance Aerobics

This Vibe Dance Aerobic course is learning how to teach basic aerobic choreography, with a 
learning curve and alternatives.

A dance influence within the workout can help to make the class more challenging and 
interesting.

Vibe Dance Aerobics has to be fun and easy to follow! 

K I S S 
– Keep it Simple or you look Stupid



Vibe concepts’ moral code: SELF Control
Strength Energy Life Fun

Section 2: Moves, common moves

arm and leg movements should be controlled as participant problems with the knee may occur 
due to the repetitive use of the flexed knee

with low impact, more fit individuals may have difficulty achieving adequate intensity and, 
therefore, must use larger movements

Using large movements in the upper body will also increase the intensity of the class

Muscle groups

predominately lower body muscles
upper body muscle groups used predominately to gain added aerobic intensity



Section 3: Class breakdown

Warm up: 

5- 10 minutes
Use simple moves, show how to approach the step and share safety guidelines.

After about 5–6 minutes of easy movement, transition to dynamic or/and static stretches with a 
little attitude. Warm up the hips, hamstrings and lower legs.

Main section

25-30 minutes
32-count combination including choreography progression and layering for beginners and 

intermediate participants.

Break it down one move at a time. 
Repeat the first move several times, then add the second move. Do them back to back. Introduce 

the third move, repeat it. Add the fourth move. Do the third and fourth move together a few 
times. Put them all together. 

Cueing ahead of time is the most important part of any class!! 
Practice Practice Practice!

Cool down and stretch 

  8-10 minutes 
  Use a simple low-block move (e.g., alternating step-touch) and repeat to lower the heart rate. 

Slowly work your way to a series of static stretches.  
  Use these last few minutes to lengthen muscles and express your appreciation to the class for a 

job well done and for taking the time out of their busy days to spend an hour with you. 



Section 4: Music

Find the 32 count. 
Every phrase of fitness music has four 8-counts which together, create a phrase. 
This is where you will plan your combination. 
Listen for the upbeat and down beat. You should be "stepping" on the upbeat.

          We recommend a range starting bpm 135-140 which gradually increases up to a maximum of 
approximately 155bpm

          Look at professionally mixed aerobics MP3s and CDs from companies such as Solid Sound, 
MultiTrax, Pure Energy, Fit Mix Pro.

         Take care to not use music with swearing in, so your class feels the correct vibe!



Timetable for the day

History - how it all began

Masterclass- basic VDA masterclass

Break/ Lunch 

Class structure – understanding 32 counts basic routines

Choreography breakdown – learning breakdowns and alternatives

Break

Workshop preparation – prepare music for teaching (32 count blocks)

Group workshop – putting learning into practise in groups 

Conclusion and evaluation 



Notes


